A model study of periodic breathing, stability of the neonatal respiratory system, and causes of sudden infant death syndrome.
A mathematical model of the neonatal respiratory system has been modified and used to examine the system under various physiological conditions at different stages of maturity. The respiratory responses in hypoxia, periodic breathing and following a sign have been analyzed. The effects of different respiratory parameters on the stability of the system for normal and premature infants have been investigated. The causes of periodic breathing, apnea spells and sudden infant death syndrome for full-term and premature infants have been studied, and the results compared with the available experimental findings. The response of the infant respiratory system has been found to be highly sensitive to several parameters of the system, as indicated by the results of this study. These significant parameters are sensitivity factor of central receptors to carbon dioxide, sensitivity factor of arterial receptors to carbon dioxide, sensitivity factor of arterial receptors to oxygen, functional residual capacity of the lungs, the alveolar-arterial oxygen difference and the lungs shunt ratio. It has been shown that different parts of the respiratory controller have antagonistic effects on hypoxic periodic breathing and apnea of infancy.